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THE REAL KING!
Zidane maintains stunning Camp Nou record
as Real Madrid beat Barcelona in El Clasico

FPJ NEWS SERVICE
Barcelona

Real Madrid averted a crisis
in the best possible way on
Saturday by beating

Barcelona 3-1 in the first empty
Clasico, landing an early blow in
La Liga’s title race.

Barca had the chance to inflict a
third consecutive defeat on their
rivals and increase the pressure
on Zinedine Zidane.

Instead, Madrid’s win earns
them a six-point lead over the
Catalans, having played one
game more.

Sergio Ramos’ penalty and a
late Luka Modric goal finished off
Barcelona after Federico
Valverde and Ansu Fati had trad-
ed early strikes in a frantic game
that defied those expecting fur-
ther evidence of  two heavy-
weights in decline.

Barcelona might feel hard done
by, especially as Ramos’ penalty
was awarded after a check by
VAR and a hugely exaggerated
fall by Madrid’s captain after
Clement Lenglet tugged his shirt.

But aside from an impressive
spell in the first half, when an in-
spired Lionel Messi threatened to
win the game on his own, Madrid
were dominant for longer spells
and pulled away when it mat-
tered.

This was Ronald Koeman’s first
Clasico as Barcelona coach and
some of  the pressure Zidane
would have felt from a loss is now
transferred to the Dutchman,
who has overseen only three wins
from his first six games in
charge.

Barcelona face Juventus on
Wednesday in the Champions

League, without the suspended
Gerard Pique.

Every Barca set-back is now
seen through the lens of  Messi’s
future too. The Argentinian, who
failed in his attempt to leave last
summer, has still to score from
open play this season.

Mundo Deportivo had declared
the match “The least Clasico of
Clasicos” on its front page on Sat-
urday morning.

The coronavirus pandemic
meant the biggest football stadi-
um in Europe was silent for the
game that La Liga president
Javier Tebas had claimed is “still
the biggest football match in the
world”.

In the previous week, Real
Madrid had lost to Shakhtar Don-
estsk and newly promoted Cadiz,
while Barcelona were beaten by
Getafe last weekend.

Yet a dip in quality does not
have to mean a drop in drama
and any doubts about the thrill of
this fixture were answered in
eight minutes, as both teams had
scored.

Madrid made the start they
dreamed of  when Karim Benze-
ma drifted deep into the right
channel and was allowed to turn,
with the sprinting Valverde going
beyond him.

Valverde pierced the gap before
lifting a curved shot past Neto
and into the far corner.

Madrid celebrated as if  their
confidence had been reborn, but
within three minutes, Barcelona
were level.

Messi, from almost left-back,
chipped a ball over the top freeing
Jordi Alba who fired into the
front post where Fati had nipped
ahead of  Ramos and turned in.

It was fast and open for the rest
of  the half, with Messi enjoying a
golden spell. He glided past
Casemiro and then swerved
around Ramos, but onto his right
foot, the finish stabbed into
Thibaut Courtois at the near
post.

Benzema should have scored
too. Madrid finished the stronger
before half-time but Barca were
better after. Fati flashed just wide
and Philippe Coutinho missed a
free header at the back post.

Their momentum was checked
by Lenglet’s error, a tug in the box
clear enough that Ramos’ shirt
was stretched, even if  the fall was
comically exaggerated. Referee
Juan Martinez checked the mon-
itor. Ramos found the corner.

Barca wanted a penalty them-
selves when Ramos booted a ball
into team-mate Raphael Varane’s
arm, but this time there was no
whistle.

Ramos and Valverde both could
have made it three in the final
minutes before substitute Modric
did, finishing beautifully after
Neto rushed out.

Real Madrid's Luka Modric celebrates his goal against Barcelona 

Fati youngest El Clasico
scorer in last 20 years

BARCELONA: Barcelona's Ansu Fati
on Saturday became the youngest El
Clasico goal-scorer in the 21st
century. Fati, who is just 17 years and
359 days old, registered the opening
goal for Barcelona against Real
Madrid in the eighth minute of the
match. Earlier, the youngest El
Clasico goal-scorer in the 21st
century belonged to Vinicus Jr.

Sergio Ramos’ last 23 penalties
have resulted in goals

IOC's Bach to skip Seoul ceremony

Portuguese GP: Hamilton pips Bottas 

City drops more points with 1-1 draw

SEOUL: The  International Olympic Committee President Thomas Bach
has decided against traveling to South Korea to accept a peace prize in
person because of concerns about the coronavirus pandemic. The new
plan is to hold the ceremony with Bach participating remotely, officials
told The Associated Press on Saturday. "Because of the deteriorating
situation in Europe, which makes traveling even more difficult, the IOC
president, together with the IOC and the Seoul Peace Prize Cultural
Foundation, has decided that his participation in the award ceremony on
Monday would be virtual," the IOC said in a statement to The AP.

LONDON: Manchester City is enduring its worst start to a Premier
League season in six years after being held 1-1 by West Ham on
Saturday. Pep Guardiola's side needed substitute Phil Foden's
second-half strike, after bringing down João Cancelo's cross on
the turn, to rescue a point. Fresh from grabbing a draw at
Tottenham on Sunday, West Ham took the lead through Michail
Antonio's overhead kick in the 18th minute. With both sides on
eight points after five games, West Ham is above City on goal
difference. 

MUMBAI: Mumbai City FC on Saturday confirmed the signing of
defender Mehtab Singh. The 22-year-old centre-back has joined the
Islanders on a three-year contract which will keep him at the club until
2023. Born in Khemkaran, Punjab, Mehtab learned the ropes of the
game at the Mahilpur Football Academy before joining the youth set up
at East Bengal. "Representing a big club like Mumbai City, it's a huge
honour for me. I've always believed putting the hours and in being the
best you can every single day. I am here to work hard, I am here to
learn and most importantly, I am here to compete. The club, our coach
and I, we have the same desires and the same targets and that is to
become the best in the country and win trophies," Mehtab Singh said.

LISBON: Lewis Hamilton on Saturday beat his Mercedes team mate
Valterri Bottas by 0.1 seconds to take his 97th pole position in the
qualifiers ahead of the Portuguese Grand Prix at the Algarve
International Circuit. Hamilton was second best to Bottas in all three
practice sessions and the first two segments of qualifying.
Bottas took one flying lap during the final run while Hamilton opted for
two. While the Finn went faster than his team mate in his lap, Hamilton
beat him in the second. Red Bull's Max Verstappen took third while
Ferrari got on the front row with Charles LeClerc taking P4.

Mumbai sign defender Mehtab Singh
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Here to play exciting brand of football: EB coach
FPJ NEWS SERVICE

Panaji

Newly-appointed East
Bengal head coach
Robbie Fowler on

Saturday said his team will
play an exciting brand of
football, relying on ball
possession and short intri-
cate passes, during the In-
dian Super League which
begins on November 20.

The Kolkata giants, who
will compete in the ISL
from this season, appointed
Fowler for a two-year
tenure earlier this month.
The ISL will be played in
three venues in Goa in

view of  COVID-19 pandem-
ic.

"We will play the right
way. For me, the right way
is playing with the ball at
your feet, short sharp intri-
cate passes, get the players

moving and helping each
other and not just pass it
long ball for the sake of  it,"
Fowler said in an Insta-
gram live session.

"We won't be playing long
balls, we want to hold on to
possession. Possession on
the right side of  pitch, not
just knocking it around in
the back. We want to play
in the opposite half, excit-
ing football and win games.
The best way is putting op-
position in the backfoot,"
he added.

The upcoming season of
the ISL, like several other
sports events, will take
place behind closed doors

in empty stadiums.
"We can't do anything but

there will be time in the
near future when we will
be playing with lost of  pas-

sionate fans. I would like
nothing more than to travel
to Kolkata and play with a
successful team next year,"
said the Liverpool legend.

"That day will come but
right now we need to do
what we need to do. It's not
easy but it's something we
have to adapt and accept."
With a late inclusion to ISL,
East Bengal appointed the
45-year-old with less than
two months left for the
scheduled start of  the tour-
nament and Fowler feels
the team will have to play
catch up.

"It's a new challenge for
us, we will go into this sea-
son and we will be competi-
tive. What we have to keep
in mind is that we have
been many many weeks be-
hind the other teams.

"We will play the right way.
For me, the right way is
playing with the ball at your
feet, short sharp intricate
passes, get the players
moving and helping each
other and not just pass it long
ball for the sake of it," Fowler
said in an Instagram live
session.
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BAdhiban and R
Vaishali shone
bright as the top-

seeded Indian men and
women teams entered the
finals of  the Asian Nations
(Regions) Asian Nations
(Regions) Online Cup
championship with victo-
ries over Kazakhstan and
Mongolia respectively on
Saturday.

While the men beat Kaza-
khstan 2.5-1.5 and 3-1, the
women's side posted 3.5-0.5
and 4-0 wins over Mongo-
lia.

B Adhiban notched up
important victories over
Rinat Jumabayev on the
top board in both his
matches.

In the first match, India
rode on Adhiban's win
while Nihal Sarin, SP
Sethuraman and K Sasiki-
ran drew their games.

In the second match, Ad-
hiban, Sarin and Sethura-
man won their respective
games but Sasikiran suf-
fered a defeat at the hands
of  Denis Makhnev.

The Indian team, led by
Surya Sekhar Ganguly,
faces Australia in Sunday's

final. Ganguly didn't play
any match on Saturday.

In the women's semifinal,
India were in dominant
form and won both the
matches comprehensively.

R Vaishali, winner of  the
gold medal on the top
board in the preliminary
phase, won both her games
against Batkhuyag Mun-
guntuul.

The team led by Woman
Grandmaster Mary Ann
Gomes will meet Indonesia
in the final on Sunday.

Apart from Vaishali, Pad-
mini Rout and P V Nand-
hidhaa recorded wins
against their opponents in
the first match, while
Gomes drew her game.

Asian online team chess

Nihal Sarin

Dominant Indian men,
women march into finals 


